
¤  We have created a one-of-a-kind longitudinal saliva biobank coupled with a unique biomarker discovery nanotechnology workflow 
(Figure 5) 

¤  Preliminary data demonstrates the feasibility of this approach:  
¤  Our pilot study discovered 30% more proteins than all previous salivary efforts combined  
¤  We identified potentially differentially expressed protein biomarkers at point-of-care and for salivary marker discovery 
¤  NSE has been implicated as a high-ranking traumatic braining injury marker which indicates the high likelihood that saliva both 

contains a number of brain-tissue derived markers such as NSE as well as reveals that saliva may be an effective surrogate 
replacement for CSF and blood-based TBI marker measurement 

¤  A key advantage of saliva is that sample collection is low cost, easily deployed in most settings, and completely noninvasive  
¤  Our findings demonstrates the potential future clinical utility of our novel salivary biomarker technology to identify and quantify early 

physiological and molecular changes specific to traumatic brain injury (Figure 6) 
¤  Although our preliminary findings are intriguing. It is important to emphasize that these results are preliminary and presented only as a 

pilot-phase feasibility study to demonstrate the feasibility or our nanotechnology workflow and potential utility of saliva as a biofluid 
for traumatic brain injury diagnostics 
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Background 

to examine the feasibility of nanoparticle enabled 
salivary biomarker harvesting technology to identify 
individuals suffering from concussion 

Results 

Study Design 
¤ Experimental design  
¤ 216 intercollegiate and high school athletes (ages 14-24) 
¤ All athletes were free of brain injury for 6 months prior to study   
 

Data Collection 
¤ Saliva used for analysis in this study was collected at baseline and at 48 hours post 

sports-related concussion 
¤ Our novel nanoparticles are a transformative technology that can amplify the 

sensitivity of biomarker detection and measurement by 1,000-10,000 fold, and have 
been engineered to contain different dye chemistries that have differential affinities 
for ultra-low abundance analytes (Figure 1)  

 

Data Analyses 
¤ Each sample was incubated with the nanoparticles under conditions previously 

published showing optimal concentration and incubation times.  
¤ We used high resolution Orbitrap-LTQ- mass spectrometry (MS) analysis in a set of 

4 patient-matched pre- and post concussion (48HR) saliva samples (1 ml/sample) 
using a novel nanoparticle-based biomarker capture technology 

Methods 

¤ Concussion, a subset of the traumatic brain injury (TBI) spectrum, is broadly defined 
as a traumatically induced transient disturbance of brain function caused by a complex 
pathophysiological process 

¤ The diagnosis of concussion relies heavily upon clinicians’ ability to accurately 
interpret a patient’s self-reported signs and symptoms, which are often unclear and 
subjective 

¤ Protein biomarkers hold considerable potential to provide objective information to 
clinicians and improve concussion diagnostics  

¤ Current approaches are limited because of invasive collection methods for biological 
fluids, low yield of biomarker concentrations, and inadequate marker preservation 
methods.  

¤ Collectively, these factors have diminished point-of-care clinical utility of protein 
biomarkers for concussion diagnosis 

Purpose 

¤  Initial analysis of the nanoparticle captured salivary 
proteome using SDS-PAGE revealed the expected 
tremendous enrichment and preservation of protein 
markers (Figure 2)   

¤ Subsequent high resolution MS/MS analysis 
(FP=0.1%) and the requirement for at least 2 
independent tryptic peptides found revealed more 
than 270 unique proteins identified, with ~80 of these 
(30%) of these never before found in saliva.  

¤ 13 of these analytes were differentially abundant 
(total spectral counts) in the four 48-hour post-
concussion samples compared to the athlete-matched 
pre-concussion baseline samples including 3 (Figure 
3) never described in saliva before: Actin-related 
protein 2/3 complex subunit 2 (Arp2/3), Vasodilator-
stimulated phosphoprotein (VSAP), and neuron-
specific enolase (NSE) 

¤ We also found elevation of isoform M1 of pyruvate 
kinase isozyne M1/M, glucose-6-phosphate 1-
dehydrogenase, fibrinogen beta chain, isoform of 
leukotriene A-4 hydrolase, and serineprotesase 
inhibitor Kazal-type 5 in the 48-hour post-concussion 
samples compared to the matched baseline controls.  

¤ Phenotypic categorization analysis of these 
aforementioned analytes using Database for 
Annotation, Visualization and Integrated Discovery 
(DAVID, http://david.abcc.ncifcrf.gov/) (Figure 4)  

Conclusions 

Figure 1. Core shell hydrogel nanoparticles for biomarker 
Harvesting contain a size-sieving shell that excludes and 
repels high abundance proteins while capturing, 
concentrating and preserving low abundance TBI 
biomarkers. 
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Figure 2. SDS-PAGE gel (10-18%) analysis of protein 
molecular weight markers (kDa) (MW), unprocessed saliva 
sample (20 microliters) (Saliva), and nanoparticle captured 
eluate of the same saliva sample (NP).  

Figure 3. Novel salivary analytes elevated in athlete-matched 48 HR post-concussion samples 
(Right column) compared to pre-concussion baseline (Left column) (4 pre and 4 post 
concussion samples total (N=8). Units are the average spectral counts found in each sample.  

Figure 6. Demonstrates the potential clinical utility of 
our novel salivary biomarker technology that may one 
day be used in synergy with imaging tools for to inform 
clinical judgment and diagnosis.  

Figure 4. Reveals a biochemical interlinkage, namely enrichment scores indicating the terms 
secreted, extracellular region, and multiple vesicle hits. As stated previously, given the 
rationale that salivary production may be influenced by exosomal and neural tissue-derived 
vesicle exposure.   

Baseline 24hr 48hr 72hr 1wk 2wk 1m Total 
174 20 19 21 32 19 7 292 

Figure 5. A description of our novel longitudinal saliva biobank for concussion. Note: Table 
does not include samples collected, 3, 6, 9, and 12 month time points or ongoing collection. 
Additionally, not shown are a time series of 368 samples collected from male and female youth 
and high school athletes participating in collision sports at pre-season and at 1 week intervals 
throughout season and post-season. 


